
Category rules

By creating a category rule, it reduces the time needed to add an extensive chaging list of products 
to a single category, based on its attributes

Create a new category rule

* Only one category rule per category is allowed
* Only on sub-categories
* Category rule must be created on already created sub-categories

Go to the wanted category inside Catalog > Categories and click on “Add new rule” in the 
“Products in Category” fieldset



Category rule form

1 Name of the associated category. Pre populated when creating a new category rule

2 Enable or disable the category rule

3 Name of the category rule. Could be a short description of applied conditions

4 Quantity of items to add on each cron execution. For example, set a high number when dealing 
with a lot of products to add, to shorten the time to finish.

5 Keep the cron job always executing to add new products when they are created. 
Useful when there is high volume of new products been created or changing its attribute values
Or keep the the category rule to run only once if the products to be added does not change that 
much, for performance concern

6 Set flag to empty all products inside the associated category on next cron execution

7 Once a category rule ended all the products to add, you can reset this category rule to be executed 
one more time

8 Set the conditions of the category rule



Category rule form conditions

Here you can create the conditions of the category rule as you would do creating a catalog rule

* Remember to mark the attribute “Use for category rules” to then be listed in the available options.
See next page



Set the attribute to be used in category rules

Under Stores > Attribute > Product 
Selected the attribute to be available in the category rules under the “Storefront Properties” fieldset



List of category rules

Under Catalog > W2e > Category rule > Category rules
You could see all the created category rules and edit or delete them


